






For those of us who are brand experience

providers (and proponents of the power of

brands to foster a modicum of meaning in

culture), against what forces should we

rebel and against what temptations should

we be vigilant?

The Godfather of the

Experience Economy gets

deep with The

Experientialists.

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



We have a running thesis that from
now on all brands must help and/or
inspire people. Could you please poke
holes in this theory?

Thanks. Is the journey that
culminates in transformation more
likely driven by people expecting it
from brands or by brands who are
providing it to people?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



You have done it all and won it all in advertising.

What is left to do for you and what still gets your

juices flowing? 

Is there a creative campaign that you think is most

representative of your ethos or philosophy? 

What advice would you give to young agencies that

want to be great agencies?

Rob Reilly is the global chief creative

officer at holding company juggernaut

WPP. Prior to that he was global

creative chairman at McCann

Worldgroup and partner/global chief

creative officer at CP+B. In those gigs

he's been at the helm of some of the

most iconic and groundbreaking

creative work in advertising in the past

25 years. Can we say Fearless Girl, Field

Trip to Mars, Mastercard True Name, I'm

a PC, Subservient Chicken...we can go

on and on. He's mentored a who's who

in advertising and judged at every major

award show. He is quite simply a legend

in the biz. 



You've been a creative at GMR Marketing,
arguably one of the world's best experiential
agencies, for over 18 years. Congratulations! It's
quite a feat. How have you seen the
experiential industry change during that time
and where do you see it heading?

Krista Hansen is Executive Creative

Director at GMR Marketing, a female

creative leader in a field filled with

mostly male creative leaders. This is a

statement that needs to change. She

has risen through the ranks for 18 years

at one of the world's most prestigious

and respected experiential agencies to

become a leading voice of creativity

and inclusion in her industry. If that is

not enough, she is the first female

president of United Adworkers in its 17-

year history. She is a force of nature

and a passionate team builder. We're

lucky to have her in our ranks!

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://gmrmarketing.com/en-us/
https://adworkers.com/


We won't sugarcoat it; it seems that too many creative leaders in the experiential industry are
men. More succinctly, white middle-aged men. You are not. Do you find our industry is behind
the times in DEI efforts?

You are also president of Milwaukee
Adworkers. Do you think that secondary
markets like Milwaukee are overlooked
by clients. Recently, places like Knoxville
or Boise are getting some agency heat.
What is it about Milwaukee that needs to
be known by the bigger players? 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

Let me be clear -

the industry only

changes if

EACH of us

does. 
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Describe Superplastic. 

[The Experientialist applauds!]

You were previously creative director at Kid

Robot, a highly popular toy brand -- and then

you became the creative lead for a massive

experiential marketing group at Match

Marketing. And now at Superplastic it almost

seems like an amalgamation of the two,

bringing pop culture characters to life in the real

world but that real world is actually a hybrid of

physical and digital.

Galen McKamy is pushing experiential into

uncharted territory. As Executive Creative

Director at Superplastic, he is reshaping the

physical-digital divide of synthetic celebrity,

content creation, product and events.

His company represents a universe of virtual

influencers who have entered partnership

deals and collaborations with Fortnite, Gucci,

J-Balvin, Steve Aoki, Rico Nasty, Complex,

Christie’s Auction House and more.

Superplastic’s talent reaches over 10 million

engaged fans across social media. 

Blending IRL and virtual, no one has entered

the new experiential and content world with

such love and gusto. We sat down with the

maestro behind the magic.

https://superplastic.co/


Where does the creative authenticity lie
for Superplastic?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

Let me be clear -

the industry only

changes if

EACH of us

does. 

Where do you see Superplastic in the metaverse?
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The leading voice for purpose

in business is an experiential

marketer at heart.

The former director of

experiential at Nokia and

Absolut has pulled off

amazing global campaigns in

his career. 

Can he now show the world

the power and profitability of

purpose as well as

experience?

What made you shift your thinking from

massive experiential campaigns to more

purpose-led activities?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



Like what? What are you seeing as the next intersection for experiential?

How does experiential marketing evolve into
more purpose-led and woke way of doing
business?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



As someone who is an early pioneer in
experience-based marketing, what do you
see as some fundamental shifts that are
occurring in our industry?

Nasya Kamrat is the Co-founder and CEO of

FACULTY, a certified women-owned spatial

storytelling agency that creates human-

centric experiences for global brands. As an

award-winning creative strategist, she has

been creating content that spans traditional,

interactive, experiential and digital media for

nearly 20 years. Nasya always searches for

unique ways to create an authentic

experience that people can connect with,

whether it’s in real life or online. 

She recently founded Komuna, a cooperative

of independent BIPOC, women and LGBTQ+

led agencies. And she is a founding member

of the World Experience Organization. In

short, she is a brilliant, intentional and future-

facing leader in the Experience Economy. 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://www.wearefaculty.com/
https://komuna.agency/
https://www.worldxo.org/


Can you give readers the "why" for Komuna, what is your dream for its success and how can people
help it?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

If you were to mind-read clients for a minute, what do you think they are now expecting from
experience-led marketing agencies?



You’ve been working with blockchain, crypto
and NFTs long before the hype began. What
are some challenges you’ve encountered
working with Web3 companies? And how do
you see agencies responding? (Okay, that’s
two questions.)

Geoff Renaud is an unstoppable force. A

multi-agency co-founder (Invisible North &

Noun, his two latest). He is an early innovator

in Web3 and blockchain -- counting the likes

of FTX, Ledger, Solana, Cyber and MetaPlex as

clients -- and is a special projects guru at

Coachella and a partner in SS Coachella. 

Alongside his jump into the Web3 ecosystem,

his expertise in the Experience Economy is

vast. He was founder of Radar Entertainment

and was an early co-founder of Magentic, two

multinational shops that excelled at

experiential marketing, large scale activations,

live music and sponsored spaces. The list of

award-winning campaigns would be too long

to type out...so we at The Experientialists

didn't. We have other stuff to do.
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https://www.invisiblenorth.com/
https://www.nounagency.com/


THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

Do Web3 projects need to find an agency that
understands Web3 or can a traditional agency
handle it?

How are brands responding?



You are one of the top strategists in Australia.

What's your secret sauce?

Many experiential agencies give short-shrift to

strategy and often just default to tactical

executions (trucks, tents, pop-ups, street

teams, etc.). Why do you think that is?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

As GPJ A/NZ’s new Director of Strategy, Jess

sets a new tone as a leader. She made sense of

the chaos of 2020 by not only educating her

colleagues and clients about the value of

creative strategy, but also continuously

expanding the strategy offering and growing

her department. 

As an industry leader, she regularly

contributes to research and publishes thought

leadership pieces; last year, she co-authored

an industry-leading report, exploring the

challenges and obstacles that lie ahead in a

post COVID-19 world. She’s been named a

young gun, Campaign Asia’s Strategic/Brand

Planner of the Year 2019 (A/NZ) and was

recently shortlisted in B&T’s soon to be

announced Best of the Best Awards 2021.

https://www.gpj.com.au/


Agencies are on a hiring spree. What
character traits or characteristics do
you look for in finding great
strategists in the experiential space?

We need to shift
perception among talent
at experiential agencies.
Regardless of your role,

the experiences we
deliver are one of the
most powerful tools in

the marketing mix.



What is your philosophy for experiential and
NVE?

Whereas many in the experiential marketing

are playing checkers, Brett Hyman is moving

chess pieces around the board. As the

president and CEO of NVE Experience

Agency, he is on a mission to create the first

"holding company" of experiential agencies.

He's acquired the culture content brand The

Future Party, launched Treehouse Fabrication

& Scenic and spun out a digital/interactive

shop called Cognition. We can see the chess

pieces lining up.

The Experientialists sat down with Brett over

Zoom for a wide-ranging conversation about

disrupting old models, building an entirely

new way of looking at experiential marketing

and his roots in the industry. The full interview

is on The Expers Discord, so check it out!

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://experiencenve.com/
https://futureparty.com/
https://www.treehousefab.com/
https://experiencenve.com/cognition/


THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

What does transformation start to mean for you or
what's the filter through which NVE looks at a
challenge or an experience that needs to be
provided?

So is the notion of an “experiential agency” changing?

You bring up an amazing point in that, unless there's a clear-cut vernacular or definition of what an
experiential agency is, it's hard to integrate fully into the IAT. How do you get a CMO or a senior brand
manager to look at it beyond just vendor production, execution role, but more as an integral part of a
brand’s strategy?



THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

How is Web3 starting to look like to you from the perspective of brand experience? What are you
thinking about and what excites you about it?







Brand ambassadors have long been a
“must have” for physical brand activations.
How has the Zoom era changed the way
that brand ambassadors are being used? Is
the role evolving? 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

Blake heads up sales and client services for

ATN Event Staffing and ATN Street Media. For

more than 18 years, ATN Event Staffing has

provided best-in-class custom staffing

solutions for experiential marketing

activations, promotional events, trade shows,

corporate events and more. 

Blake is also the voice behind the Be Herd

Podcast, which is dedicated to shedding light

on work challenges, promoting good people,

offering helpful tips and resources for staffing

and deploying experiential marketing

campaigns. Our favorite is the Good People

Spotlight segment, featuring experiential and

event pros who are “open to work” due to job

loss during COVID. It's this kind of "give a shit"

ethic that we applaud at The Experientialists!

http://www.atneventstaffing.com/
https://atneventstaffing.com/street-media-guerrilla-projection-mapping/
https://open.spotify.com/show/7lxy4dlNr7suaVNOtQ29vm


The news is full of reports that there are more jobs available than people willing to take
them. Have you found the way you recruit people to have changed and what is ATN doing to
find more staffing resources?

Presumably, the summer months had opened

up the floodgates for live activations and

getting back out there. Are you seeing the

recent news about Delta variant affecting

clients’ plans for the back-half of this year and

into next? 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



As the creative leader at a shop that has
delivered physical experiences for over 100
years, how has getting smart fast around
virtual experiences affected the agency and
the people in it?

Scott Burns is SVP, Head of Creative

at George P. Johnson, one of the

largest and most-respected event

and experiential marketing agencies

in the world with 30 offices around

the globe. GPJ, as it is known, is part

of the Project Worldwide agency

network, an independent global

network of wholly owned agencies

with more than 2,000 full time

employees. Scott is also a thoughtful

and empathetic leader that serves

both his clients and people with

integrity, humanity  and respect.

Here are his thoughts for us. 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://www.gpj.com/
https://project.com/


What keeps you up at night?

What are you trying to do with Ospre?
What is its “why?”

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

Rather than race to the
middle with something

less than ideal, we
learned and listened -
then created something
we feel fills a void for

brands, marketers and
their customers. 

https://ospre.com/
https://www.wondersauce.com/


Before your current role you were the US Brand
Activation Manager for Absolut Elyx, which
grew considerably under your stewardship.
What’s changing?

Teresa Cesario is Channel and Shopper

Marketing Manager of Prestige at

Pernod Ricard, which includes a

portfolio of 55 high-end brands. She

has been instrumental at launching

and growing Absolut Elyx into an

influencer powerhouse brand and has

been a long-serving director of

advocacy, celebrity and ambassador

programs for Pernod, Bacardi and

Southern Wine & Spirits. Her spirits

marketing experience spans the

gamut of experiential activations, field

activations, e-commerce, influencer

and commercial programs.  

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



he trope for spirits brands has been that
they are built in the on-premise. Now
there’s a shift to the off-premise. How do
you square that? Is it a matter of budgets
shifting or is it a of reconfiguring the way
that spirits brand-building has been done
so far?

The spirits industry
has always kind of

been the Wild West of
marketing. We were
able to play and be
quick shooters based
on opportunities. And

now I think we're
getting smarter. 



It feels like the pandemic has really accelerated the discipline of marketing in the spirits

industry. It’s been resistant to change for a long time, and within a year, it really changed and

became a lot more nuanced. It grew up. 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS







When will the retail/event/hospitality

experience become predominantly

contactless-driven? Five years, 10 years,

20 years, never?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

C H R I S
D O B S O N  

Currently the Vice President of the

Retail Design Institute (Hong

Kong) and the Executive Principal

at Eight, Dobson is a deep-

thinking leader in customer

experience and strategic design.

As both a long-serving Managing

Director of Asia at Imagination

and Managing Director at The

Labs, his career is steeped in

“what’s next” and “why now”

inquisitiveness. More to the point,

he is a human experience

specialist and his work is seen and

felt all over the world by millions

of people each day.

https://retaildesigninstitute.org/
https://eightinc.com/
https://imagination.com/
https://www.thelabs.com/


THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

I really believe the
businesses that will

succeed in the future
will be the ones that are

best able – and brave
enough – to challenge
some of these sacred
cows about who you

are, and how you make
money.



Is the glass half-empty or half-full for the experiential marketing industry as a whole?

How is spatial design changing (if it is) to

accommodate the emerging human behaviors in

post-COVID interactions?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



What do you believe led you to become a
creative director at Inspira?

The creative duo at Inspira

Marketing is behind some of

the most creative and

purposeful work for

experience-led brands and

activations, including Ex Grand

Winning campaign for Jeep

and the fun and tech-savvy

"Hole In the World" campaign

for Microsoft. 

We wanted to learn more

about them and more

importantly, learn from them, 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://inspiramarketing.com/
https://inspiramarketing.com/case-studies/microsoft/
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How has your personal purpose driven your
creativity?

How do you know or measure if you are doing your job the right way?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

"At the end of a project I usually
ask myself these five questions:

Did I play my part Did I add value
beyond what’s expected? Does
this work add value for me as a
person? Did I try to push it? And

lastly did I create a moment?
Hopefully the answer is yes across
the board, but if I can at least yes
to three-out-of-five that’s doing it

the right way to me."

TREASURE NEAL, CD, INSPIRA 



F A R A H
B R I G A N T E

ALIAS: Bebe, fifty-mile

MANTRA: Love what you do and do

what you love

MY INSPIRATION: My father. His talent,

drive in life and all that he

accomplished will always push me

further in everything that I do.

IF YOU KNOW ME: You know when I put

my mind to something, I will make it

happen! Heck, I climbed the highest

mountain in Africa, Mt. Kilimanjaro.

ALIAS: Treas’ or Dough Boy

MANTRA: A closed mouth don’t get fed.

MY INSPIRATION: I’m inspired by moments;

moments of societal progression, moments

where I can affect people for the better,

moments of epiphany, moments of growth

and moments that make me feel good about

what I’m doing. If I could string together a

series of standout “moments” every day for the

rest of my life, I would be at my happiest.

IF YOU KNOW ME: You’ll know I love Carrot

Cake and Indian food, I hate snow & cold

weather, I frequent building supply stores, I’m

a NY Knick fan, and I love my Kenzi.



The Empathy Delusion and The Aspiration

Window are eye-openers and point to a

fundamental disconnect in marketing and

advertising. Do you have an opinion on

how this gap can be bridged? Is it

through practical steps like greater

diversity and access or through more

personal ones like greater self-awareness

and less hubris?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

I A N  
M U R R A Y

The co-founder and partner of

House51 -- an award-winning

research and strategy collective

based in Glasgow and London --  Ian

Murray is the co-author of seminal

studies and papers that have shaken

up the agency and insights business,

particularly as the notion of brand

purpose takes hold in corporate and

media culture. 

We featured The Empathy Delusion

in issue #5. It is, in our opinion, a

must-read. We are honored to get

three questions with Ian here. Enjoy

the read.  

https://www.reachsolutions.co.uk/sites/default/files/2019-07/The%20Empathy%20Delusion%20final.pdf
https://www.reachsolutions.co.uk/sites/default/files/2020-06/Reach%20Solutions%20The%20Aspiration%20Window.pdf
https://www.house51.co.uk/
https://www.reachsolutions.co.uk/sites/default/files/2019-07/Reach%20Solutions%20The%20Empathy%20Delusion%20V2.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EXfuoZICoawhmBNUK3t3iIAklFJAsD2U/view


Experiential marketers have long struggled to measure the impact of an experience and default to quant-

based metrics like impressions or attendance. We need a better way out. In your estimation, can empathy

be measured by marketers? Do we need different KPIs to bridge the aforementioned gap?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

Social purpose
marketing is about

resolving the cognitive
dissonance that

marketers feel about
devoting their

professional lives to
selling stuff and

making them feel better
about what they do for

a living.



Do you think brand purpose or social impact marketing

should be its own discipline like promotional

marketing, digital marketing, CRM, etc.? Does it

deserve this kind of distinction/silo or is it “bigger”

than that?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://www.reachsolutions.co.uk/sites/default/files/2020-06/Reach%20Solutions%20The%20Aspiration%20Window.pdf
https://www.reachsolutions.co.uk/sites/default/files/2019-07/Reach%20Solutions%20The%20Empathy%20Delusion%20V2.pdf


We think it’s important for people to know about

your vision and goals for EventSpeak. Can you give

readers a quick rundown of what you are up to with

it?

Big John Krishack is a legend in

the live music, touring and

experiential marketing world. 

Not only is he the leader of XM

shop Beyond Experiential, he is

also one of the hosts on

Eventspeak's podcast and content

network. 

Eventspeak is a renew edand

important player in the XM

industry, billing itself as the "voice

of the event industry." 

We got intrigued and asked three

questions. 

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://eventspeak.com/event-speak-with-big-john/
http://beyondexperiential.com/
https://eventspeak.com/


You have been in the live music and touring world for a long time and it seems like everyone in this

experiential world knows you and you know them and it’s more of like a family than a network. What is

the glue that keeps this community together through thick and thin?

Leaving a painful 2020 and entering an unknown 2021, what would be your mixtape playlist for the

experiential industry?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

The EventSpeak
Network

is...completely
dedicated to the

event industry and
everyone in it.

https://open.spotify.com/album/5D9t2uba1iWxiPbiTtf1bF?si=tOAWwuCHRO-BkQJ1fHHrsg
https://open.spotify.com/album/2IwoddD6nMwxBKUb7bT3xF?si=8-UUvO9vS3CmnqdRS4tjlA
https://open.spotify.com/track/3KzgdYUlqV6TOG7JCmx2Wg?si=6YOROMcoRFSqovdlzfGunw
https://open.spotify.com/track/2J6ra8Qii3nQO1eepvWWLR?si=W91cEG5gTLKWx4wqJJqIhw
https://eventspeak.com/news/happy-hour-with-amanda-younger/
https://eventspeak.com/shows/i-love-event-tech-with-joel-martin/


You've been a pioneer in experiential
since your Cunning Stunts days (and
prior). How have you seen the industry
changed and what do you wish it to
become?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

F L O Y D  
H A Y E S  

This is the man behind some of the

most innovative stunts and ideas the

industry has seen. Ideas like World's

Fastest Agency and Emotional

Support Beer, Floyd Hayes has been

pushing boundaries and buttons for

decades. Most recently, he launched

his cannabis-focused agency called

Skunk Works on 4/20 of this year.

Timing is everything! We caught up

with him in a few moments of calm

when he wasn't disrupting the

industry with brilliance. His work

definitely gets press!

https://www.marketingweek.com/cunning-stunts-goes-into-liquidation/
http://worldsfastestagency.com/
https://www.foodandwine.com/news/emotional-support-beer
https://www.adweek.com/agencyspy/420-focused-agency-skunk-works-launches-on-4-20/171826/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7927251/Brooklyn-man-reveals-registered-BEER-emotional-support-animal.html


You have created so many cool and thought-provoking "products" through your own volition
(ie. side hustles). What are your favorites and describe your latest foray with the Emotional
Support Beer idea?

As a creative who has touched so many
varying industries and business challenges,
where do you find inspiration? Has it
changed over the course of your career?

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS



The Ten Million Dollar Pixel

Announcing the release of The Pixel, a radical new work of Non-Fungible Token (NFT) Digital Art.

The Pixel is a digital art piece and arguably the smallest. The arresting image of a single white pixel
against a stark black background pays homage to the purest building block of every NFT art piece that
follows.

It’s a perfect symbol for this thrilling new age of art, crypto-currency and media.  A single pixel is the
progenitor of every digital image on earth.  I created The Pixel as a celebration and meditation on this
fundamental building block of our digital reality. The Pixel is at once simple and minimal, yet represents
infinite possibilities.

The Pixel is poised to make digital art history this week as it goes up for auction via leading NFT art
market Rarible. Auction bidding begins this week with the buyout price set to 6000 Ethereum
($10,000,000 USD) 

View the work here

THE EXPERIENTIALISTS

https://tinyurl.com/3yffrwsd
https://www.operationatease.org/





